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The purpose of this study was to develop a collection of Chinese-inspired wearable 
art garments. Research was undertaken through three phases: 1) Historical research -
examining historical pieces that are relics from the Ch'ing Dynasty and reviewing the 
literature, 2) Survey- investigating the perception of American and Taiwanese college 
students towards Chinese-inspired garments that were designed by the researcher to be 
digitally printed, and 3) Creative development - designing, producing, and presenting a 
collection of Chinese-inspired wearable art. 
In the first phase, the researcher collected inspiration and information by examining 
twenty pieces of Ch' ing Dynasty relics and reviewing the literature. A survey was conducted 
in March 2001 as the second phase of this study. A convenience sample of 129 college 
students consisted of three subgroups from three different universities (Iowa State University, 
Fu-Jen University, and Shih-Chien University) across two nations. One of the two 
hypotheses for this survey was that Chinese students (in Taiwan) could recognize the 
Chinese ethnicity in apparel design more precisely and that they liked these types of designs 
more than American students. The other hypothesis was that American students could only 
recognize the extreme cases, such as the most and least traditional Chinese design. 
Development of the Chinese-inspired wearable art collection was an ongoing process that did 
not particularly follow a sequential path. It started from collecting inspiration and 
background information in the first phase of this study, verifying and modifying the designs 
according to the findings of the survey through the second phase and, finally, creating the 
entire garment collection. This collection, entitled "Heaven & Earth," was presented in the 
Sloss House Women's Center at Iowa State University from November 5th - 16th, 2001. 
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CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION 
Chinese ethnicity used in apparel design 
As fashion trends become increasingly global and multicultural, Chinese traditional 
garment designs inspire many designers. Dragons, calligraphy, portraits of Chinese women, 
and many Chinese motifs have been widely used on Western-sty le clothes in recent years. 
However, the fashion industry has done little in applying modem surface design techniques 
onto garments utilizing traditional Chinese silhouettes. 
Historically, the surface designs for Chinese garments were created through 
traditional techniques of embellishment such as embroidery, applique, trims, ribbons, 
beading, and cording (Wilson, 1996). It is understandable that those labor-intensive processes 
have become rare and impractical in the textile industry today. For example, the length of 
time needed for just the surface design of one imperial court robe in the Ch' ing Dynasty 
would have taken one person 16 days to draw the pattern, 13 months to complete the gold 
work and 16 months for the silk embroidery (Wilson, 1996). 
For many years, mass-produced Chinese garments have had little surface design 
applied to them. Besides the stereotypical silhouette of Chi Pao ( often called mandarin 
dress), the ethnic look of Chinese garments has mostly relied on the fabric textures 
themselves such as jacquard weave or plain satin. Recent trends have shown screen-printed 
Chinese imagery, including traditional motifs such as dragon, bamboo and calligraphy on T-
shirts, jeans, and other types of Western fashion clothing. For example, in the fall of 2001 a 
number of online stores like goodorient.com and spiral.com had products available offering 
mostly screen-printed Chinese characters, symbols, and motifs. Evidence has been 
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discovered that screen-printing had been used more than 700 years ago (Springston, 1998). 
Although it has been the most widely used printing method in the textile industry, it doesn't 
work well for surface designs that use photo realistic imagery, color gradations, or special 
effects such as layering, airbrush, or neon effects. Furthermore, the size of the prints made 
through screen-printing is limited by the size of the screen. In order to have more design 
flexibility and to create some of these desired effects, digital textile printing technology 
offers a better alternative. 
Purpose and research phases of this study 
The purpose of this study was to develop a collection of Chinese-inspired wearable 
art garments. Kimono is a common form of traditional Japanese dress, but it is not widely 
know that kimono actually originates from Chinese dress. In order to promote the aesthetics 
of Chinese dress, I wanted to create a collection of wearable art that would allude to 
traditional Chinese origins. In doing so, I chose to start with the most recognizable sty le that 
is from the latest Dynasty - Ch' ing. Through the use of digital printing techniques, I intended 
to modernize the traditional surface designs while making them acceptable to contemporary 
consumers. Americans and American-Chinese were the target audiences for this Chinese-
inspired wearable art collection. Due to the difficulty in finding a sufficient number of 
American-Chinese to sample, Chinese college students in Taiwan were tested. These 
participants were chosen in order to study any differences in perception of Chinese ethnicity 
used in gannent design. 
The fashion industry has applied Chinese motifs to Western clothing styles, but little 
has been done in which the modem surface designs were applied onto a traditional Chinese 
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silhouette. In my decision to apply this second approach, I chose Ch'ing Dynasty dress styles 
since they seemed to be the most recognizable. Therefore, I purposely kept the garment 
shapes true to the traditional silhouettes of Ch' ing Dynasty dress and chose to focus on the 
surface designs. The design components of the collection "Heaven and Earth" were 
developed and modified in response to the findings of the survey that I conducted in an effort 
to evaluate how viewers/consumers might perceive the designs. The design modifications 
made were based on the statistical analysis of the survey findings from all participants (see 
the right end column in Table 2) instead of any particular ethnic group. Print, closure, and 
color combinations are the three major design components that were considered for 
modification. 
The three research phases in this study were: 1) Historical research - examined 
historical pieces that are relics from the Ch'ing Dynasty and reviewing the literature. 2) 
Survey - investigated the perception of American and Taiwanese college students towards 
Chinese-inspired garments that were designed by me to be digitally printed. 3) Creative 
development - designed, produced, and presented a collection of Chinese-inspired wearable 
art. 
Definition of terms 
Ch'ing Dynasty: the latest Chinese Dynasty that started in 1644 A.D. and ended in 1911 A.D. 
(See the list of Chinese dynasties in Table 1). 
Digital textile printing: is the process of creating fabric prints on a computer, in which 
designs can be sent directly to the printer to be printed onto the fabric without the use of 
screens and/or color separations (Campbell, 2000). 
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Screen-printing: ''the process of applying a dye or pigment paste through a mesh stencil to 
produce a surface design" (Tain, 1998, p.255). 
Silhouette: "The boundary of the entire apparel and [or] body form is considered its 
silhouette .... Silhouettes are usually given the terms hourglass, tubular, bell, A-line, and 
wedge" (Fiore, 1997c, p.132). 
Closure: "is a device that secures a garment around the bodf' (Glock & Kunz, 1995, p.113). 
Jacquard: A type of fabric that has "large-figured designs, which require more than 25 
different arrangement of the warp yarns to complete one repeat design, are woven on the 
jacquard loom" (Kadolph & Langford, 1998, p.204). 
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CHAPTER 2 - LITERATURE REVIEW 
The Ch'ing Dynasty 
China was the first country in history to develop agriculture and mastery in the skill 
of silk weaving (Zhou & Gao, 1987). By the Shang Dynasty (1800 B.C. - 1100 B. C.), 
Chinese people had already started using looms to produce jacquard weaving (Zhou & Gao, 
1987). The embroidery and dyeing techniques also fostered the development of beautiful silk 
fabrics and brilliant costumes in the following several thousand years (Zhou & Gao, 1987). 
Throughout China's 6,000-year history, it was governed by numerous dynasties (see 
Table 1). Ch'ing, the last Chinese dynasty, was an empire of Manchu, a nomadic tribe that 
originated from north of central China. Before becoming a threat to the Ming Dynasty, the 
Manchus commonly traded sable furs and ginseng with the Ming army (Garrett, 1994). They 
conquered central China and the Han Chinese (the majority group of Chinese)in 1644 and 
named the new dynasty "Ch' ing" that means "Pure.'' 
T bl 1 ch· d f a e mese lynas 1es 
Dynasty Year Dynasty Year 
Ancient Times 4000 B.C.- 3000 B.C. Sui 589- 618 
Hsia 2205 B.C.- 1782 B.C. Tang 618-906 
Shang 1800 B.C.-1100 B.C. Five Dynasties 906-960 
Chou 1100 B.C.- 221 B.C. Song 960-1279 
Chin 221 B.C.-207 B.C. Yuan 1279-1368 
Han 206 B.C.- 220 Ming 1368-1644 
Wei & Jin 220 - 420 Ch'ing 1644- 1911 
Southern & Northern 420- 589 Modern Times 1911 - 2001 
During the Ch' ing Dynasty, Manchus, who excelled at hunting, fishing and horseback 
riding, enabled China to reach its largest size. Its territory included Tibet, Inner and Outer 
Mongolia, and Taiwan (Garrett, 1994). Due to the political issues and the cultural differences 
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at that time, the dress code in the Ch' ing Dynasty became the most complicated. and 
multifarious ''in the whole history of the evolution of Chinese dress" (Zhou & Gao, 1987). 
1) Manchu dress regulations 
"In order to establish full control over the Han Chinese people, the Manchu emperors 
decreed that their customs, language, and especially their style of clothing should be adopted 
by the conquered race" (Garrett, 1994, p.30). Han Chinese officials were required to wear 
Manchu-style robes on all formal occasions, Han style clothing was only allowed for 
informal occasions. Nonetheless, Han Chinese women weren't bonded by these regulations 
and therefore continued to wear their own clothing that was different from the styles Manchu 
women wore. It is sometimes hard to tell whether a particular item was worn by a Manchu or 
a Han Chinese since the groups borrowed from each other. Generally, "Manchu women wore 
full-length gowns while Han Chinese women wore skirts beneath shorter robes with wider 
sleeves" (Wilson, 1996, p.47). 
2) Inherited favored colors 
Wearing the five colors of yellow, red, blue, white, and black was the privilege of the 
ruling elite in the Ming Dynasty. The common people could only wear colors that were a 
mixture, such as brown, green, or paler shades. The symbolic properties of these five colors 
favored by the Ming Dynasty continued to have great influence in the Ch' ing Dynasty 
( Garrett, 1994 ). Yell ow was reserved for the emperor and his immediate family. Red was 
considered a lucky color by the Han Chinese and used extensively for weddings and 
celebrations. Blue was adopted as the dynastic color, so a~l the civil and military officials in 
the Ch'ing Dynasty wore blue or blue-black. White was considered unlucky because of its 
association with death ( Garrett, 1994 ). 
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In the modem era, most colors are no longer restricted to social class or gender in the 
Chinese society. However, some symbolic meanings of certain colors have continued to 
influence people's preference for, or perception of, wearing particular colors. For example, 
Chinese people still favor red for celebrations and weddings. White is still the major color 
for funeral rites and mourning dress. I used all five Ch' ing Dynasty favored colors in creating 
the collection of four Chinese-inspired garments (Figure 2-5) and two banners (Figure 6). 
3) Fabrics and the surface design 
Silk has been the long time favorite of Chinese people since the Song Dynasty, when 
silk weaving skill became highly developed. Hemp, later replaced by cotton, was worn 
mainly by peasants. During hot summers, however, thin hemp cloth could be worn by 
anyone regardless of status. Chinese did not generally wear wool until modem times (Steele 
& Major, 1999). 
The surface designs used in the Ch' ing Dynasty were mainly adopted from natural 
themes. Patterns such as animals and birds or flowers and plants were widely used. 
Landscapes and human figures were also frequently used. Symbols such as ba bao 
(representing the eight treasures) ba shien (the eight gods) and the characters Ju, /u, sho, 
( standing for happiness, riches and longevity respectively) were other popular designs (Zhou 
& Gao, 1987). In developing the surface designs for "Heaven and Earth," I followed some of 
the most common traditional sources of surface design such as natural scenery, human 
figures, and calligraphy for the final collection. However, these traditional sources of motifs 
were modernized through the use of computer aided design and digital textile printing 
technologies and were modified in partial response to the survey findings. 
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Digital textile printing 
A crucial component in producing this collection was digital textile printing. 
Therefore, it is important to describe the technology, benefits of its use, and its limitations. 
1) Ink jet technology 
According to IT Strategies Inc., the four different types of printers that are currently 
available for digital printing technology are air brush, ink jet, thermal transfer, and 
electrostatic. Among these, "ink jet is generally considered to offer the most hope for the 
textile industry .... because it's a non-contact printing process which is a benefit when dealing 
with cloth" (January 1997, p.32). 
There are three types of inkjet printers: continuous-ink, drop-on-demand ink and 
airbrush/valve spray. The one I used for printing the collection "Heaven and Earth" was a 
drop-on-demand thermal inkjet printer, which prints ink directly onto the fabric by forcing 
tiny droplets of ink through nozzles. This non-contact process of textile printing employs the 
"process color" method of printing through the use of cyan, magenta, yellow and black 
(CMYK) inks. "When the ink in the print cartridge's firing chamber is heated, a vapor bubble 
forms, expands and forces the ink out through a nozzle'' (IT Strategies Inc., January 1997, 
p.34). During the printing process, when any of these four inks is not needed for producing a 
particular mixture of color, it is filtered and pumped back into the ink supply (IT Strategies 
Inc., January 1997). 
Two very important parts of digital textile printing process are the pre- and post-
treatments of the fabrics. Most fabrics used for ink-jet printing require a pre-treated coating 
in order to prevent the ink colors from bleeding on the fabric. Colors printed on the fabrics 
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that are not pre-treated will fade. Another type of pre-treatment is for the purpose of 
stabilizing and feeding fabric through an ink-jet printer. Unless a feed and take-up system is 
used, the most common method is to back the fabric with a paper substrate. Two post-
treatments commonly used are steaming and post-washing. Steaming fixes and enhances the 
colors, and the post-washing can get rid of excess ink that affects the finished hand (Ross, 
June 2000). 
From a designer's point of view, digital printing also provides more flexibility in 
exploring design ideas. One example is the size of a design, which is theoretically limitless 
when compared to rotary screen printing, which is confined to the size of the printing 
screens. With a rotary screen printer, the design is repeated every time the drum has made 
one revolution. Because digital printing employs process color instead of flat color printing, 
fabrics can be printed without repeating any design elements ( except that it is still limited by 
the width of the fabric). In fact, the six designs in the collection are large images that could 
not be easily produced through traditional rotary screen-printing. Another advantage of using 
digital textile printing techniques is the flexibility in modifying design ideas. When working 
digitally, any design can be changed drastically in just a few seconds. The six designs in the 
collection "Heaven and Earth" have experienced numerous changes throughout the research 
without causing any material waste or mental stress in modifying the designs. 
Some examples of desired effects achieved by using digital textile printing in this 
collection include layering (Figure 4), photo realistic imagery (Figure 4), blurring (Figure 5 
& 6), watercolor effects (the geese in design Figure 3, the print on the cuffs of Figure 5), 
airbrush effects ( the sun on the garment back in Figure 2), as well as a number of other 
photo-realistic techniques. 
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2) Issues of digital textile printing that relate to the development of the fmal collection 
It has been over 30 years since digital printing was claimed to be the most significant 
technological advancement to the textile printing industry (Ross, June 1999). Although 
continuous inkjet printing has been used successfully in carpet printing for almost 20 years 
(It Strategies Inc., 1997), digital printing hasn't been used much in other areas of the textile 
industry. Couple the fear of any new technology with the lack of knowledge about digital 
printing, and the result is that many companies are hesitant to enter the digital printing 
market because of the post-process of steaming and washing. 
For companies who mass-produce their products, the slower speed of digital printing 
is considered a major limitation of its use for production. "The current worldwide production 
of printed textile fabric is approximately 34 billion square yards per year and is dominated by 
rotary screen printing" (Information Management Institute, 2001 ). Traditional rotary and flat 
screen technology can print 80 yards to 150 yards per minute, while digital printers currently 
can print only about 8 yards per minute. Instead of hoping that the development of digital 
printing technology could keep up the printing speed and replace the traditional screen-
printing in mass production, some people advocate looking for new applications such as 
customization as a potential solution for production-based use of the technology. Teri Ross, 
the president of Imagine That! Consulting Group and the publisher of the award winning 
techexchange.com suggested that the digital printing industry should "define the market 
through new products and applications that exploit the technology in a manner that gives 
them a unique and timely competitive advantage" (June 1999, p.10). 
Jason Pollen, Head of the Fiber Department of the Kansas City Art Institute, claimed 
that (theoretically) a nearly unlimited color palette of digital printing is what distinguishes 
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this approach from silkscreen printing (2000). However, compared to spot color inks used in 
the conventional rotary screen-printing process, a digital textile printing system that uses the 
CMYK printing process produces a much smaller gamut or color range. Because of the fact 
that CMYK uses three subtractive primaries with black to generate colors, producing bright 
reds, greens, blues, and continuous-tone is not an easy task. Many colors that were printed 
by a CMYK printing process turned out to be very different from what were displayed on a 
RGB (red, green, blue) monitor (Information Management Institute, September 20, 2001), 
which is a very common problem for all computer designers. 
Furthermore, due to the chemical reactions of the inks affected by the properties of 
the fabrics, the chemicals of pre- and post-treatments needed, and even the room 
temperatures, the color results might vary from day to day even when using the exact same 
printer and inks. ''When using textile inks such as reactive, acid, or disperse, the full potential 
of these color spaces are not realized until the colors have reacted with the fabric, which 
occurs during post-processing such as steaming and washing" (IT Strategies, September 20, 
2001). No wonder Grudier felt that "color matching is the single most difficult challenge for 
the design studio" (May 1998, p.8). 
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CHAPTER3-METH0DOLOGY 
Historical research: visiting historical Ch'ing Dynasty garment pieces 
In order to study the traditional techniques used in surface design, and to appreciate 
the visual elements of the relics, a visit was made to The National Museum of History (in 
Taipei), which has an extensive collection of historical Chinese garments. In support of 
scholarly research in Chinese costumes, the National Museum of History granted me special 
permission to personally handle and examine the Ch' ing Dynasty relics. After looking 
through the textile collection of 681 pieces in the museum's catalogue, I selected and 
requested to see twenty of them. The twenty historical pieces included nine women's outer 
upper garments, two skirts, two women's bibs (underwear), one female court robe, two girls' 
upper garments, one boy's upper garment, one un-sewn dragon robe, one otter-fur jacket, and 
one embroidered wall hanging. Although these twenty pieces included various types of 
textile products in terms of usage, my intention was to focus on the materials used ( or 
available at that time) and the surface designs. The styles of women's upper garments 
observed were later employed as the basic forms of the garments in the collection of "Heaven 
and Earth" I created. 
1) Materials 
Most of the historical pieces I examined were made out of silk. This was not 
surprising, because the majority of the clothing that has survived was that of the upper class 
people who wore silk. The types of silk fabrics used include brocade, damask, satin, crepe, 
velvet, gauze, pongee, and raw silk. If plain silk cloth was used to make a garment, it was 
frequently decorated with embroideries, applique, or a quilted pattern. Binding around the 
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edges of a front flap, stand collar, and/or the hem and the cuffs were common. According to 
Garrett in his book Traditional Chinese Clothing: "Han Chinese tradition of outlining the 
edges of the garment with bias-cut bands was adopted for reinforcement and later for 
decoration" (1987, P.5). 
Although cotton was another common cloth in the Ch' ing Dynasty, few cotton outfits 
survived. Since cotton fiber was mainly worn by peasants, it is understandable that cotton 
garments were not as carefully preserved as other items that were considered valuable at the 
time. It is probable that most of the cotton garments were worn until they were worn out. One 
exception is that many women's bibs (worn as under garments) made out of cotton or linen 
survived. These bibs often had one or more patched pockets and were decorated with various 
types of embroidery. 
One of the two hemp garments I examined was a black summer court robe that was 
made out of a thin cloth with an open weave. The other one was a girl's upper garment, 
similar to a jacket, which had a plain blue collar band in contrast to the solid red bodice with 
ties made out of the same fabric in front as the fasteners. 
2) Basic styles for women's upper garment 
I focused the study of relics primarily on women's outer garments for the upper body. 
The reason I chose to do upper garments is because they contain more elements and variation 
to work with than other types of garments. Following is an overall summary of the basic 
styles for Ch'ing Dynasty women's upper garments. 
All upper garments in Ch'ing Dynasty were basically T shaped, flat, and generously 
cut. Because the cloth was woven on a narrow loom and was only wide enough for a right 
half or a left half of the bodice, each bodice consists of two widths of cloth. Each width 
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composed one half of the front and the back of the garment, and each joined the other at the 
center front and center back seams. 
Most upper garments had their placket placed in front of the bodice section and 
started from the center front at the neckline. The placket gradually curved down to the right 
and either stopped at the underarm area or opened all the way down to the hem. Others had a 
placket that ran straight up and down along the center front line. The small rounded necklines 
may had a stand collar attached, but most necklines would had one or more bias-cut bands 
with various widths surrounding the neckline and forming a border. Sometimes, these 
borders would be wide enough to cover the entire shoulder. They were first made for 
reinforcement, and were later decorated with elaborate embroideries, ribbons, braids, or 
appliques (Zhou & Gao, 1987). 
A shape of collar commonly called the "cloud-collar" (Chinese call it Yun-jien, 
meaning cloud shoulders, see Figure 3) is four-pointed with the four lobes at center front, 
center back, and over each shoulder (Garrett, 1994). There were usually loops and toggles or 
bronze shanked buttons attached to the garment at the area where the overlap of the placket 
meets its underlap. 
Survey: perceptions of digitally printed Chinese-inspired garments 
1) Research problem 
Through the use of digital printing techniques, I intended to modernize the surface 
design while making it acceptable to the contemporary consumers. In order to find out how 
the consumers might perceive the digitally printed Chinese-inspired garments, a survey was 
conducted. 
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One of the two assumptions for this survey was that Chinese students could recognize 
the Chinese ethnicity used in apparel design more precisely than American students could. 
The other assumption was that Chinese students appreciate these types of designs more than 
American students do. These two assumptions were examined through the following three 
hypotheses: 1) Chinese-inspired garments produced by CAD and digital-printing techniques 
can be perceived as traditional. 2) Chinese-inspired garments produced by CAD and digital-
printing techniques can be as pleasing. 3) Chinese are more willing to wear or purchase the 
Chinese-inspired garments produced by digital-printing techniques than Americans. 
2) Sampling 
American and American-Chinese were the target audiences for this Chinese-inspired 
wearable art collection. Due to the difficulty in finding a sufficient number of American-
Chinese to sample, Chinese college students in Taiwan were tested. These participants were 
chosen in order to study any differences in perception of Chinese ethnicity used in garment 
design. For practical reasons,. convenience samples ( of 129 college students) were used. On 
Wednesday, March 14th, 2001, 35 Taiwanese students in a pattern making class in Shih-
Chien University (in Taipei, Taiwan) participated in this survey. There were 53 Taiwanese 
students who answered the questionnaire on Friday, March 16th in a sociology class in Fu-Jen 
University (in Hsin Chuang, Taipei County, Taiwan). The rest of 41 students were 
Americans who participated in this survey on Friday, March 23rd in a textiles and clothing 
class at Iowa State University (in Ames, Iowa, USA). 
Nearly 97% of the participants were studying in textiles and clothing or related fields. 
According to Ann Marie Fiore, "trained individuals prefer complex visual figures over 
simpler figures significantly more than untrained individuals" (1997a, p.52). However, 
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87.5% of the students were only in their first or second year of school, so the possible bias 
associated with their academic training was likely to be limited. The majority (near 98%) of 
them were aged from 18 to 23. Around 87% of the participants were female, and only 17 out 
of 129 participants were male. Gender was excluded from the analysis due to the extremely 
small sample of male participants. 
3) Survey instrument 
I developed six Chinese-inspired garment images that were presented through a 
transparency projector to the participants during the survey as the stimuli. Each garment 
image was marked with a letter A, B, C, D, E, or F (Figure 1 ). The silhouette and the pattern 
layout of these garments were adopted from the typical T-shaped Ch'ing Dynasty dress. The 
surface designs for some of the garments were modernized and were quite different from 
what was typically understood to be traditional Chinese design. The garment designs here are 
different from the ones in the final collection of "Heaven and Earth," and were used as a 
learning tool to understand perception to these types of designs. 
In order to find out if these CAD generated Chinese garment images would be 
perceived as being traditional, the garment designs in the stimuli were purposely manipulated 
to be different in terms of the degree of Chinese ethnicity used. The degree of ethnicity was 
based on the origin of the motif used, the color scheme, and the overall look of the fabric 
designs. Two designs were 100% true to the styles of Ch' ing Dynasty dress and were copied 
directly from the drawings of relics (Fig. 304 & 305 in Zhou & Gao, 1987, p.180) for 
comparing the perception differences with the others whose surface design have been 
modernized. 
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Figure t. Survey stimuli 
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Accompanying each stimuli, was a set of 10 questions (Appendix A-1) that were 
written for rating the closure design, print design, color combinations, and overall design of 
each particular garment design as being traditional or aesthetically pleasing. Likert' s five-
point scale ( with 1 = strongly disagree and 5 = strongly agree) was used in this survey as the 
measurement. Following the written statement to subjects on the first page of the 
questionnaire, participant's gender, age, ethnicity, school, major, and year in school were also 
requested. All the questionnaires that the Taiwanese participants answered were a Chinese 
version (Appendix A-2). 
4) Survey results and discussion 
Survey results for "overall image" of each garment design as being traditional 
Chinese style and aesthetically pleasing are presented in Table 2. Within this table, the mean 
(average scores) and the mode (most frequently appeared scores) are listed side-by-side 
under each subgroup (university) for a comparison. At the right end column of this table are 
the average ratings of all three subgroups. Table 3 shows the ratings for closure, prints, and 
color combination respectively. 
As mentioned earlier, two of the six garment designs (garments C and D) were copied 
directly from the drawings of relics. Both of these designs were ordinary dresses, and 
originally worn by the same person-Empress Dowager Tzu Hsi (A.D.1835-1908). 
Interestingly, the participants perceived these two designs differently when considering 
whether they are "traditional" or "pleasing." For overall design, Garment D was considered 
by all three subgroups of participants as being the most traditional Chinese style and the most 
pleasing design. Garment C was not rated as high. Among all six garments, Chinese students 
rated Garment C as the fourth most traditional design while American students rated it as the 
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second most traditional design. This outcome seems contradictory to the first assumption 
( Chinese students can recognize the Chinese ethnicity used in apparel design more precisely 
than American students do). 
T bl 2 R . ~ h 11 . f h a e . atmgs or t e overa image o eac garment 
Overall image of the garment considered to be traditional Chinese stvle 
Shih-Chien Fu-Jen ISU All 
Stimuli Mode Mean Mode Mean Mode Mean Mode Mean 
A 5 3.91 4 4.06 5&4 3.85 5 3.95 
B 4 3.29 3 2.91 2 2.56 3 2.90 
C 4 3.66 4 3.72 4 4.15 4 3.84 
D 4 4.06 5 4.45 5 4.37 5 4.32 
E 4 3.69 4 3.96 3 3.00 4 3.58 
F 3 2.74 2 2.94 4 3.07 3 2.93 
Overall desi~ of the 1 arment considered to be pleasing 
A 3 3.03 3 3.32 4 3.39 3 3.27 
B 3 3.34 3 2.85 2 2.83 3 2.98 
C 3 3.54 3 3.42 3 3.46 3 3.47 
D 3 3.60 4 3.94 4 3.49 4 3.71 
E 4&3 3.26 4 3.68 4&2 3.15 4 3.40 
F 4 3.12 3 2.94 4 3.46 4 3.20 
For assessing the traditional nature of the designs, four out of six garment designs 
were rated above 3 .44 with the most frequent scores at 4 or 5 in a 5-point scale. The other 
two had the most frequently appearing scores at 3. Since most of the participants agreed or 
strongly agreed that these six garment designs appeared traditional, the first hypothesis in this 
study ( Chinese-inspired garments produced by CAD and digital-printing techniques can be 
perceived as traditional) was satisfied. 
Concerning whether the garment designs were perceived as being pleasing, three out 
of six garment designs had a mode of 4, and the other three had their modes at 3. Since all 
these six designs were rated above average, we can say that the second hypothesis of this 
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study (Chinese-inspired garments produced by CAD and digital-printing techniques can be 
pleasing) was also satisfied. 
Regarding the least traditional Chinese style, both ISU students and Fu-Jen students 
found Garment B the least traditional Chinese style, but Shih-Chien students thought 
Garment F to be least traditional. For the least pleasing style, again, ISU and Fu-Jen students 
agreed with each other and chose Garment B. But, students from Shih-Chien thought 
Garment A was the least pleasing style even though they agreed with Fu-Jen in considering 
Garment A as the second most traditional Chinese design. 
Because of the different opinions on the overall design (Table 1 ), it was necessary to 
look into the rating for each of the garment components (Table 3) in order to find out what 
design modification should be made in the final collection. The three garment components 
investigated in this survey were closure, print, and color combination. 
For closure, Garment D was the most pleasing style and C was second. Garment B 
has the closure rated as the least pleasing design. Ratings for prints were the same results as 
the ratings for closure. For color combination, Garment E was rated as the most pleasing 
design and D was second. Garment B was rated as the least pleasing style. According to 
these findings, the participants agreed with each other on Garment D and B, but had different 
opinions for Garment A, C, E, and F. 
T bl 3 Rf £ h d . a e . a mgs or eac es1gn component 
Closure of the garment considered to be traditional 
Shih-Chien Fu-Jen ISU All 
Stimuli Mode Mean Mode Mean Mode Mean Mode Mean 
A 4 4.20 5 4.11 4 &3 3.61 5 3.98 
B 5 3.51 4 3.77 2 3.02 4 3.47 
C 5 4.31 5 4.23 4 4.05 5 4.19 
D 4 4.29 5 4.49 5 4.22 5 4.35 
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E 3 3.34 5 3.79 3 3.00 3 3.42 
F 4 3.41 4&3 3.76 4&3 3.15 4 3.47 
Closure of the garment considered to be pleasing 
A 4 3.35 4 3.62 4 3.49 4 3.51 
B 5 3.63 3 3.49 3 2.95 3 3.36 
C 3 3.57 4 3.76 4 3.63 4 3.67 
D 3 3.60 5 4.00 4 3.73 4 3.81 
E 4 3.43 4 3.72 3 3.10 3 3.44 
F 4&3 3.44 3 3.30 4 3.34 3 3.35 
Prints of the garment considered to be traditional 
Shih-Chien Fu-Jen ISU All 
Stimuli Mode Mean Mode Mean Mode Mean Mode Mean 
A 3&2 3.31 5&4 3.67 4 3.42 4 3.49 
B 3 2.43 3 2.38 2 2.20 2 2.33 
C 4 3.63 5 3.85 4 4.10 4 3.87 
D 4 3.89 5 4.27 5 4.39 5 4.20 
E 3 3.34 4 3.87 3 2.98 4 3.44 
F 2 2.50 3 2.83 4,3,2 3.05 3 2.81 
Prints of the garment considered to be pleasing 
A 3 2.91 3 3.23 4&3 3.44 3 3.21 
B 3 2.97 3&2 3.00 4 3.10 3 3.02 
C 4 3.46 5 3.36 4 3.37 4 3.39 
D 3 3.43 4 3.85 4 3.61 4 3.67 
E 2 3.09 4 3.70 3 3.07 4 3.33 
F 3 3.03 3 3.15 4 3.54 3 3.24 
Colors of the garment considered to be traditional 
Shih-Chien Fu-Jen ISU All 
Stimuli Mode Mean Mode Mean Mode Mean Mode Mean 
A 4 3.43 4 3.98 4 3.51 4 3.68 
B 3 2.49 3 2.60 2 2.29 2&3 2.47 
C 4 3.43 5&4 3.66 4 3.93 4 3.66 
D 3 3.54 5 4.25 4 4.20 5 4.04 
E 4 3.91 5 4.00 3 3.22 4 3.73 
F 2 2.56 3 2.98 3 3.15 3 2.92 
Colors of the garment considered to be Jleasing 
Stimuli Mode Mean Mode Mean Mode Mean Mode Mean 
B 3 2.60 2 2.74 2 3.07 2 2.81 
C 3 3.43 3 3.40 4 3.51 4 3.44 
D 4 3.43 4 3.87 4 3.61 4 3.67 
E 3 3.57 4 3.74 2 3.12 4 3.50 
F 2 2.91 3 2.94 4 3.61 3 3.15 
Table 3. (Continued) 
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To further assess these differences, multiple regression analysis (see Appendix B) 
was used to examine the most influential factors. The predicted values in the regression 
models were the ratings for overall design of Garment C ( for example) as being pleasing. 
Three influencing factors in the regression models are the ratings for closure, print, and color 
combination respectively. The multiple regression analysis indicates that print design is the 
most influential factor in how each garment's overall design was perceived. 
Although the most influential factor for Garment A was "color combination" which 
seems contradictory to the findings from C, E, and F, there might be a logical explanation of 
this difference. Since Garment A was the first stimuli presented to the participants during the 
survey, the participants had no previous experience to compare with in terms of which one 
was more traditional or which one is more pleasing, therefore rated Garment A differently 
from what they would for the other designs. Future surveys could minimize the order effect 
by varying the order of stimuli presentation among sample groups. 
I also compared the aesthetic aspect of the higher rated designs with the lower rated 
designs in order to find out what kind of designs are more likeable by the participants. 
Statistics showed that the print on Garment D was considered the most pleasing design while 
the print on Garment B was considered to be the least pleasing. When comparing the prints 
on D and B from an aesthetic perspective, the prints on D were of representational objects 
while Garment B had no recognizable motif. 
Rating for closure design, Garments D, C, A, E, B, and F were considered as first, 
second, third, fourth, fifth, and least pleasing style respectively. When observing all six 
garments under this sequence, I found that closures/borders on Garments D and C had the 
most elaborate pattern design. In opposition of these observations, the closures and/or 
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borders on Garments B and F were solid colored in most areas. Closure designs on Garment 
A and E had some pattern but were not as elaborate as the design on D and C. These 
observations seem to suggest that the more elaborate the closure/ border, the higher the 
acceptance. 
Multiple regression analysis indicated that color combinations were not very 
influential in perceiving whether a Chinese-inspired garment was traditional or aesthetically 
pleasing. However, rating for each individual garment may be helpful in figuring what colors 
are more likeable when used on Chinese-inspired garments. The sequence from the highest to 
lowest scores are: Garment D, E, C, A, F, and B. When I observed the color combinations 
according their scoring sequence, I could not find any particular color combination that was 
favored by the participants. However, the degree of color contrast appeared to be positively 
associated with the scores. These findings correspond to Fiore' s color theory: "Higher 
contrasts between values of color tend to be more dynamic or vigorous, thus high in arousal 
and dominance" ( 1997b, p.121 ). Furthermore, I also found that darker color values were 
negatively associated with the participants' preference, meaning that the lighter colors were 
considered more pleasing. 
Tabl 4 Th e . f ·11· e measurements o WI mgness to wear 
88 Chinese students 41 American students Total 
Garment Count Percentage Count Percentage Count Percentage 
A 29 33.00% 4 9.76% 33 25.58% 
B 18 20.00% 8 19.51% 26 20.16% 
C 26 30.00% 10 24.39% 36 27.91% 
D 32 36.36% 6 14.63% 38 29.46% 
E 25 28.41% 8 19.51% 33 25.58% 
F 24 27.27% 10 24.39% 34 26.36% 
Total 154 175.04% 46 112.19% 200 155.05% 
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Tabl 5 Th e . t f ·ir t h e measuremen s o wt mgness o wear or pure ase 
88 Chinese students 41 American students Total 
Garment Count Percentage Count Percentage Count Percentage 
A 25 28.41 % 6 14.63 % 31 24.03% 
B 18 20.00 % 6 14.63% 24 20.16% 
C 27 30.68 % 8 19.51% 35 27.91% 
D 32 36.36% 5 12.20% 37 29.46% 
E 25 28.41% 8 19.51% 33 25.58% 
F 21 23.86% 10 24.39% 31 26.36% 
Total 148 167.72% 43 104.87% 191 148.05% 
The measurements of willingness to wear or purchase this type of Chinese-inspired 
garment were as follows (Table 4 & 5). Each participant could have chosen one or more 
garments or none at all. Therefore, the total number of people who were willing to wear or 
purchase exceeded 100%. In comparison, the statistics clearly show that Chinese students 
had higher percentages for both willing to wear and willing to purchase than American 
students. Accordingly, the third hypothesis of this study ( Chinese are more willing to wear or 
purchase the Chinese-inspired garments produced by CAD and digital-printing techniques 
than American) was supported. 
5) Guidelines for design modifications 
In response to the survey results and the analysis in the previous section, I developed 
three guidelines for modifying the designs in the collection "Heaven and Earth." 
1) Representational motifs are more acceptable than abstract design 
2) Elaborate closure borders are more likeable. 
3) Lighter colors and high contrast colors are more pleasing 
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Creation of the Chinese-inspired wearable art 
Few people know that the Chi Pao ( also called mandarin dress) was a modified form 
of a traditional Ch'ing Dynasty fashion, which was originally a flattened T-shaped garment. 
In designing the "Heaven and Earth" collection I intended to keep the silhouettes true to the 
styles of Ch'ing Dynasty dress but represent a new perspective of Chinese aesthetics in the 
surf ace designs. Through the use of CAD programs and digital printing, I had more design 
flexibility and was able to achieve some of the desired effects that could be very difficult if 
traditional textile printing techniques were employed. 
There were a few limitations of the new technology that affected the outcome of the 
designs. These limitations will be addressed later in the third section "Implementation: 
application of digital printing and garment assemble techniques" along with the description 
of each design where limitations were encountered. 
1) Inspiration seeking and concept development 
As mentioned above, I decided that the basic style of the Chinese-inspired garments 
in the final collection was to be T-shape silhouettes with modem surface designs. With this 
intent, I first started seeking inspiration for surface design from real Ch'ing Dynasty relics, 
images of Chinese clothing in publications, Chinese painting, and calligraphy. In an earlier 
stage, I decided to use calligraphy for the surface designs as one type of motif ( see stimulus E 
in Figure 1) and spent some time imitating the strokes. I was soon drawn into the context of 
the calligraphy (usually a transcript of a famous Chinese poem), and therefore started 
collecting ideas from Chinese poems, nursery rhymes, and folk songs. Although, the theme 
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"Heaven and Earth" was developed through the readings, many parts of the designs were 
later modified in response to the survey results. 
While I was reading Chinese poems and songs, the concept "Heaven and Earth'' 
appeared repeatedly as a popular topic in Chinese literature. Li Po, known as the Poetic God 
from the Tang Dynasty, expressed his thoughts about the comparison of man's life span with 
the circulation of the universe. He sighed: "heaven and earth have lasted through hundreds of 
generations, but man's life span is short as a dream" (See figure 87-00370 in National 
Museum of History, 1999, p.129, text translated by Yu-Lien Jya). In another famous Chinese 
poem The Song of Righteousness, the author Wen Tien-hsiang (in the Song Dynasty) stated: 
"There is righteousness in between heaven and earth. It exists in various forms. Down, it 
would be the rivers and the mountains (indicates the Yellow River and the five Sacred 
Mountains of China); up, it is the sun. For man, it is the great spirit". (See figure 88-00027 in 
National Museum of History, 1999, p.159, text translated by Yu-Lien Jya) 
The development of the final collection was influenced primarily by my personal 
spirituality. One morning, I read a Bible script: "In keeping with his promise we are looking 
forward to a new heaven and a new earth, the home of righteousness" (2 Peter 3: 13 ), and felt 
that this Bible script seemed like a response or a conclusion of those two Chinese poems. In 
my mind, the context of the Bible script and the poems had been entangled and started 
forming many thoughts that later were transformed into a few blurred images. In my mind, 
one of these images was developed and applied onto the surface design shown in Figure 5, 
titled "New Heaven," which represents hope for the future. These two famous Chinese 
poems were applied in calligraphy form as part of the design on the two banners in Figure 6. 
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The other three garment designs individually represent the three stages of my life: 
Figure 2, titled "Home," is to remember the bygone days of childhood; Figure 3, titled 
"Yesterday," is a reflection of my time being single; and Figure 4, titled "Strength," is a 
picture of my family which is the strength of my life. Basically, all six designs followed the 
traditional Chinese sources of motifs or prints such as nature scenery (Figure 2-6), human 
figures (Figure2 and 4), birds (Figure2 and 3) and calligraphy (Figure 6). 
2) Design development: inspiration + survey data = results 
Design development decisions were partially made according to the three guidelines 
established earlier. Guideline 1: Representational motifs are more acceptable than abstract 
design. The scenery images, human figures, butterflies and flowers shown on the final 
designs were all recognizable motifs that responded to the preference of the survey 
participants. They were also the most common motifs used for surface design of traditional 
Chinese garments. Guideline 2: Elaborate closure borders are more likeable. Instead of solid 
colors, closure borders on all four garments were filled with various patterns. Guideline 3: 
Lighter colors and high contrast colors are more pleasing. I consciously chose contrasting 
colors throughout all the final designs. The most obvious examples were the use of light 
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yellows to contrast the black on the first and second designs (Figure 2 and 3). On the other 
designs, the color contrasts were shown on selected garment components such as cuffs or 
borders. 
The five Ch'ing Dynasty favored colors (yellow, blue, red, black, and white) were 
used as the color scheme in creating the collection "Heaven and Earth." Historically, the 
three primaty colors yellow, blue, and red were colors of importance for Chinese people. 
Yellow was reserved for the emperor and his immediate family, blue was the dynastic color 
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and worn by all officials, red symbolized happiness. I used these five colors in creating the 
final collection not as a means to associate with any of the historical symbolic meanings, but 
more in response to the survey findings and my personal artistic decisions. I used yellow on 
garment design #1 and #2 (Figure 2 & 3), blue on design #3 and #4 (Figure 4 & 5), and red 
on the two banners (Figure 6). Black and white were also used extensively on design #1, #2, 
and the two banners. 
3) Implementation: application of digital printing and garment assembly techniques 
The surface designs of all six pieces in the final collection were created in Adobe 
Photoshop 5.5®. The image resolution used for all the designs was all at 300 dots per inch, 
which resulted in file sizes of each flat pattern between 13 - 20 mega-bytes. The dimensions 
of each flat pattern were created 300 dots per inch with physical dimensions of being 
relatively small 4 - 6 inches in width by 10 -15 inches for height. The files were later 
enlarged (800% for designs in Figure 2, 3 and 6, 990.63% for Figure 4 and 5) at the printing 
phase so that the garments would be printed at a human scale. 
White fabrics used for printing were pre-treated and paper-backed. A linen jacquard 
(52" wide) was used for designs in Figure 2 and 3, silk bridal satin (42") for designs in Figure 
4 and 5, and cotton canvas (36") for the two banners in Figure 6. All six pieces in the 
collection "Heaven and Earth" were printed on a 60-inch wide printing inkjet system, the 
ENCAD 1500TX. 
Garment design #1, "Home" (Fig.2), size: 50" x 43.5" 
This design was adopted from the typical dress silhouette of Manchu women. It's a 
floor length gown with a full-length placket on the side. This style of garment was worn as a 
long gown without trousers or a skirt beneath. 
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Garment size: 50" x 43.5" Media: linenjacquard (52" wide) 
Techniques: digital printing, machine sewing, hand stitching, couching, and embroidery 
Printing size: 52" x 96" 
Figure 2. Garment design #1 "Home" & its flat pattern 
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The image shown on the first garment design was a watercolor painting of a typical 
countryside scene in Taiwan decades ago. This image has been divided into two halves; one 
half of the image was placed on the front and the other on the back. Placement of these two 
halves was critical. The intention was to create a continuous image across front and back 
when the garment as seen wide open from the side. Along with many painting tools in 
Photoshop 5.5®, special effects were used in creating this design, such as "watercolor" and 
"poster edge" in Photoshop filters. Because the fabric used for this design was 54 inches 
wide, the front, back, sleeves, and the hem facing were all printed out in one width of the 
fabric (see the flat pattern in Figure 2). 
The full-scale printed garment pattern was cut out with a half-inch seam allowance 
along all edges. Then it was folded at the shoulders to form a T-shaped garment. One side 
was simply closed with a side seam. As a closure device, the other side was made into a 
placket that was assembled with a facing piece. Snaps were placed on the facing along the 
placket all the way down to the hem. The closure border is embellished with embroidery. 
The cuffs were edge finished with commercial ribbons. 
The bottom edge of this garment was folded in and formed a three-inch wide hem 
facing. Because of the A-line shape of the garment, the cut edge of the hem is wider than the 
folded edge. The extra fabric from the cut edge was evenly distributed into many small tucks 
by hand stitching in order to fit into a smaller area. The tucks were later covered with a bias 
cut binding tape for aesthetic purposes as well as for durability of the hem facing. 
Garment design # 2, "Yesterday" (Fig.3), size: 46.5" x 36" 
The basic form of this design was borrowed from one of the common Han Chinese 
women's dress styles. Sleeves on this upper garment were developed to be wider than the 
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Garment size: 46.5" x 36" Media: linen jacquard (52" wide) 
Techniques: digital printing, machine sewing, hand stitching and knotting (button) 
Figure 3. Garment design #2 "Yesterday" & its flat pattern 
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style of Manchu women's dress. I created a cloud collar with a placket that starts from the 
center front of the neckline and stops at the right underarm area. This printed cloud collar 
historically was made for reinforcement as well as decorating in the form of a detached collar 
or sometimes an applique on the shoulders. The symbolic meaning of a cloud collar 
originally was to wish good fortune to the wearer. 
CAD tools and special effects used for creating the surface design of this garment 
were very similar to the first design. The only difference was that instead of a continuous 
image across the front and back, the image on the front of "Yesterday" was identical to the 
one on the back. For utilizing the yardage, the flat pattern of the cuffs were placed separately 
(Figure 3) and sewn back onto the sleeves after printing and cutting. The facing underneath 
the front flap was the same design as the front flap but was printed out as a separate flat 
pattern (see the flat pattern in Figure 3). 
This separate pattern piece was attached to the bodice from the center front of the 
neckline to the right underarm after the flat pattern of the bodice was cut open along the 
curved border edge. Due to the manner in which the bodice was cut open, there weren't any 
seam allowances available for sewing this separate pattern piece on. During the construction, 
I had to manage a minimal amount of fabric from each side of the cut open edge to edge-
finish with the front placket. The hem facing was printed as a separate flat pattern that was 
copied from the lower front border. This makes the inside and outside of the hem ar~s look 
the same. 
Garment design# 3, "Strength" (Fig.4), size: 50" x 39" 
This design imitates the ordinary dress style of Han women's dress. Compared to the 
other pieces in the collection, the side seams of this garment were slightly curved in at the 
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Garment size: 5011 x 39" Media: silk bridal satin (42" wide) 
Techniques: digital printing, machine sewing, hand stitching, embroidery 
~ 9 c o o ~ e c,e 5 c o a 9,, 
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Printing size: 5 I .5'' x 96" 
Figure 4. Garment design #3 "Strength" & its flat pattern 
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waist area. The sleeves started wide but gradually narrowed down toward the cuffs. Each 
garment had a different neckline design. "Strength" had a stand collar. The repeated pattern 
on the ground layer and the large mono image on the top layer were both generated from the 
same photographic image. The people in this image were my husband and my six-month old 
son. Important CAD tools used to create the special effects on this design were the color 
"invert," color "poster edge," and layering tools in Adobe Photoshop 5.5®. 
Due to the limitation of the fabric width, the collar band, cuffs, front facing, and the 
hem were printed as separate flat pattern pieces ( see Figure 4) and later assembled with the 
bodice. The collar band was printed on straight grain (parallel to the warp yarns) for the 
purpose of utilizing the yardage. However, straight grain is not an ideal method for making a 
collar, which is not as pliable as a bias grained collar band. Therefore, the adjacent areas 
between the collar and the shoulders tend to be bent downward when the garment is 
displayed flat. This situation, however, doesn't happen when the garment is worn by a 
person or on a body form. The cuffs were embellished with hand embroideries and few 
sparkling beads. A commercial "frog" (Chinese style knotting button) was used as the 
fastener on the stand collar. 
Another problem encountered with this design was the chemical reaction of the acid 
dyes on the silk fabric that occurred during post-washing and ironing. After post-washing 12 
times in a 14-quart bucket, dye transfer problems ( dark color dyes staining the lighter color 
areas) still weren't completely eliminated. During ironing, the silk fabric was sensitive to the 
high temperature and caused a slight discolorati9n due to overheating. The problems in 
color-matching and color control were obvious when compared with the same design printed 
on paper (Figure 4). 
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Garment size: 49.5 x 30" Media: silk bridal satin (42" wide) 
Techniques: digital printing, machine sewing, hand stitching, couching, knotting, applique 
Printing size: 40" x 105" 
Figure 5. Garment design #4 "New Heaven" & its flat pattern 
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Garment design # 4, "New Heaven" (Fig. 5), size: 49.5" x 30" 
As mentioned earlier, while reading Bible scripts and the Chinese poems, the visual 
images created in my mind gradually transformed into some blurred images. Later, one of 
these images was developed as the surface design of "New Heaven." I purposely made this 
image blurred like a poor reflection as in a bronze mirror to simulate the cloudy vision of 
heaven in my mind. 
The surface design of this garment was scanned and manipulated from a Chinese 
landscape painting. The image of a waterfall was decorated with sparkling beads in the center 
front of the garment to imitate ''the river of the water of life, as clear as crystal" (Revelation 
22: 1 ). On two sleeves, there are branches with brilliant color leaves, which represent what 
the Bible described: "on each side of the river stood the tree of life ... and the leaves of the 
tree are for the healing of the nations" (Revelation 22:2). Important Adobe Photoshop tools 
and special effects used on this design are" blur," "water paper," and "smudge." 
This garment experienced the similar problems as "Strength" since both of these 
pieces used the same fabric and dyes. Although, I intended to make a blurred image for this 
design, the process of post-washing and ironing made it even more blurred, such that the 
viewers can hardly identify any objects such as the waterfall or trees on this image. This 
surface design wasn't modified much from its earlier version as it was used in the survey, 
even though it wasn't highly preferred by the participants, because this design was one of the 
my favorites and it worked well with other pieces under the theme. · The only changed 
component to the design was a new pattern filled into the cuffs to create more color contrast 
and brighten the garment a bit. 
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Again, the cuffs, front flap, and hem facing were printed as separate flat pattern 
pieces (Figure 5) due to thefabric width. Lining material used for the neck, front flap, and 
cuffs were screen printed by hand. The borders were decorated with matching color cords 
that emphasize the pattern layout of this garment. The same type of cords was also used to 
make four Chinese traditional knot buttons as the fasteners. 
Banners (Fig. 6) size: 27" x 56.5" 
Originally, I planned to use calligraphy as a motif on the garment designs. However, 
the surface area of a garment wasn't big enough for the length of the text I intended to use. 
Therefore, I decided to take one section from each poem and make them into a pair of 
banners to carry out the theme of this collection. The background of these two banners used 
primarily red and orange, as well as many other colors that represent for me the abundance of 
the universe. White text was designed to contrast the background colors. 
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Size: 27" x 59" Media: cotton canvas (36" wide) 
Techniques: digital printing, machine sewing ( edge finishing) 
Figure 6. Two banners 
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CHAPTER 4 - CONCLUSION 
Summary of the study 
Changes occurring in society stimulate a need for innovations in clothing. "The 
acceptance or failure of each innovation satisfies the need created by social change" (Sproles 
& Burns, 1994, p.36). This particular characteristic of the social change theory was the 
motivation of this study. I intended to create a collection of traditional looking Chinese-
inspired garment designs with a new perspective that could be accepted by the contemporary 
consumers. The availability of new digital textile printing technology stimulated my 
innovations for changing the appearance of traditional Chinese dress. 
My goal in creating this collection was to adapt Ch'ing Dynasty dress styles and 
change them into perceivably new forms. From the beginning of the design process, the 
acceptance of the new "traditional Chinese" garment designs was studied. The findings from 
the historical artifact analysis and the perception study (survey) were both taken into 
consideration in evaluating and modifying the designs. Digital printing technology played a 
key role in experimenting and influencing the design ideas and achieving the new appearance 
of these Chinese-inspired garments. 
A shortcoming of the survey that affected the statistical analysis was the sample size 
of the American students. Due to the difficulties in coordinating survey participants, the 
sample size of American students turned out to be much smaller than planned. The design 
modifications were based on the scope of this study, which may not represent the cultures in 
whole due to unequal sample sizes. There were even differences in perception found among 
Chinese participants. Therefore, the limitations of this study must be noted when interpreting 
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the results. Furthermore, the variation in garment shapes and lengths of the designs presented 
in the survey might have influenced the participants' perception. Investigation in these 
differences is recommended for future studies. 
Problem solving 
Because each garment was printed as one piece instead of separate garment 
components, I had to cut open a part of each flat pattern for constructing a placket of the 
closure device. Therefore, managing the seam-allowance and assembling the overlap/ 
underlay around the placket was a challenge. 
Although there were few printing limitations that encountered during the process, 
some of the difficulties I encountered could have been minimized or avoided in a better-
equipped studio. For example, the color transfer caused by the excessive dyes could have 
been avoided by doing more cycles of the post-washing process in a bigger sink or a 
professional washer until the rinse water is completely clear. Considering the chemical 
reactions of the dyes and fabrics, the need for ironing or the temperature setting on the iron 
should have been minimized to avoid the color changes that occurred during the ironing 
process. Digital textile printing professionals often suggest a solution of color matching --
testing small samples to measure the color differences between what the monitor presents 
and what the printer produced (Butts, November 15, 2001). 
Fabric selection was another factor that must be considered. Understanding fabric 
characteristics in relation to digital printing was very important. For example, it should be 
understood that "fiber reactive inks [ are used] for cottons and cellulose fibers, acid dyes for 
silk, nylon and wool and disperse dyes for any fabric containing polyester" (Ross, June 1999, 
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p.10). Fiber content, fabric textures, weight, width, and base color must also have been 
planned ahead. 
Recommendations 
Concerning the limitation of digital textile printing, many companies are hesitant to 
enter the digital textile printing arena because of the post-process of steaming and washing. 
IT Strategies pointed out that "the real goal ... would be to eliminate the need for post-
processing" (It Strategies Inc., 1997, p.33). Perhaps improvement in hardware could be a 
solution. If the printer could be combined with a heating device that would immediately heat 
set the digitally printed fabric, it could possibly eliminate the need for post-washing. 
Cooperation between the digital printing industry and the experts in computer engineering 
are recommended for future research in improving the hardware for digital textile printing. 
From a designer's point of view, digital printing doesn't have to be the end point of a 
particular design. In the development of the collection, I experimented with many 
embellishment techniques such as embroidery, knotting button, and appliques after printing. 
For future designs, experimenting in combining digital printing with heat transfer imagery, 
screen-printing, and hand painting are recommended. For future study, the differences 
between American and Taiwanese college students in following fashion trends could be 
examined. Another possible study could be the differences in design techniques, proficiency 
in the use of technology, and/or learning attitudes between American and Taiwanese college 
students. 
The entire study was under taken in three phases: perception study (the survey), 
historical research (literature and relics), and creative developments ( designing, production, 
and presentation). Findings from these three phases were integrated in developing the 
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Chinese-inspired wearable art collection. The collection "Heaven and Earth" was presented 
to the public from November 5th to 26th, 2001. The exhibition took place in the Sloss House 
Women's Center at Iowa State University (see the poster as Figure 7). 
Figure 7. Exhibition poster 
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APPENDIX A. SURVEY INSTRUMENTS 
English questionnaire 
Please answer question 1-10 according to your observation of Garment A 
1 = strongly disagree, 5 = strongly agree 
1. I consider the closure of Garment A as being a traditional Chinese style. 
2. I consider the prints of Garment A to be traditional Chinese style. 
3. I consider the color combination of Garment A to be traditional Chinese style. 
4. I consider the overall image of Garment A to be traditional Chinese style. 
5. I consider the closure of Garment A to be pleasing. 
6. I consider the prints of Garment A to be pleasing. 
7. I consider the color combination of Garment A to be pleasing. 
8. I consider the overall design of Garment A to be pleasing. 
9. I would like to wear Garment A 
10. I would like to purchase Garment A when price is not an issue. 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
Please answer question 11-20 according to your observation of Garment B 
1 = strongly disagree, 5 = strongly agree 
11. I consider the closure of Garment B as being a traditional Chinese style. 
12. I consider the prints of Garment B to be traditional Chinese style. 
13. I consider the color combination of Garment B to be traditional Chinese style. 
14. I consider the overall image of Garment B to be traditional Chinese style. 
15. I consider the closure of Garment B to be pleasing. 
16. I consider the prints of Garment B to be pleasing. 
17. I consider the color combination of Garment B to be pleasing. 
18. I consider the overall design of Garment B to be pleasing. 
19. I would like to wear Garment B. 
20. I would like to purchase Garment B when price is not an issue. 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
Please answer question 21-30 according to your observation of Garment C 
1 = strongly disagree, 5 = strongly agree 
21. I consider the closure of Garment C as being a traditional Chinese style. 
22. I consider the prints of Garment C to be traditional Chinese style. 
23. I consider the color combination of Garment C to be traditional Chinese style. 
24. I consider the overall image of Garment C to be traditional Chinese style. 
25. I consider the closure of Garment C to be pleasing. 
26. I consider the prints of Garment C to be pleasing. 
27. I consider the color combination of Garment C to be pleasing. 
28. I consider the overall design of Garment C to be pleasing. 
29. I would like to wear Garment C. 
30. I would like to purchase Garment C when price is not an issue. 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
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Please answer question 31-40 according to your observation of Garment D 
1 = strongly disagree, 5 = strongly agree 
31. I consider the closure of Garment D as being a traditional Chinese style. 
32. I consider the prints of Garment D to be traditional Chinese style. 
33. I consider the color combination of Garment D to be traditional Chinese style. 
34. I consider the overall image of Garment D to be traditional Chinese style. 
35. I consider the closure of Garment D to be pleasing. 
36. I consider the prints of Garment D to be pleasing. 
3 7. I consider the color combination of Garment D to be pleasing. 
38. I consider the overall design of Garment D to be pleasing. 
39. I would like to wear Garment D. 
40. I would like to purchase Garment A when price is not an issue. 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
Please answer question 41-50 according to your observation of Garment E 
1 = strongly disagree, 5 = strongly agree 
41. I consider the closure of Garment E as being a traditional Chinese style. 
42. I consider the prints of Garment E to be traditional Chinese style. 
43. I consider the color combination of Garment E to be traditional Chinese style. 
44. I consider the overall image of Garment E to be traditional Chinese style. 
45. I consider the closure of Garment E to be pleasing. 
46. I consider the prints of Garment E to be pleasing. 
47. I consider the color combination of Garment E to be pleasing. 
48. I consider the overall design of Garment E to be pleasing. 
49. I would like to wear Garment E. 
50. I would like to purchase Garment E when price is not an issue. 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
Please answer question 51-60 according to your observation of Garment F 
1 = strongly disagree, 5 = strongly agree 
51. I consider the closure of Garment Fas being a traditional Chinese style. 
52. I consider the prints of Garment F to be traditional Chinese style. 
53. I consider the color combination of Garment F to be traditional Chinese style. 
54. I consider the overall image of Garment F to be traditional Chinese style. 
55. I consider the closure of Garment F to be pleasing. 
56. I consider the prints of Garment F to be pleasing. 
57. I consider the color combination of Garment F to be pleasing. 
58. I consider the overall design of Garment F to be pleasing. 
59. I would like to wear Garment F. 
60. I would like to purchase Garment F when price is not an issue. 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 S 
1 2 3 4 S 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
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Chinese questionnaire 
I. ft ~AJUU~ A e3Jm*IJiJi411-tt c:p mlJJi.*3- • • • I 2 3 4 5 
2. ft ~~JHl~ A e9J:J>1tJii411.tt c:p mlJ Jil;f-3. • • • • • 1 2 3 4 5 
3. ft~ 4 J1~* A 09 fJ("!.,Jili 4 ffl.tt er mlJ >i. ~ • • • • • 1 2 3 4 5 
4. ft~ ~Jlft~ A e3. 8. il tt Jtl 4 ffl.tt er lffl Jil 1'3- • I 2 3 4 5 
5. ftt~4JI~* A 03Jffl.JiJAtt*7- • • • • • • • • • I 2 3 4 5 
6. ft~AJUt~. A esJ:P1tJifiA~:a- • • · • · • • • • l 2 3 4 5 
7. ft~~JI~* A 998-@)iffA~:a- • • • • • • • • • l 2 3 4 5 
8. ft t{4JlfUl A 09 ~fttittl-Ji"fi4 tt:kr • • • • • • • I 2 3 4 5 
9. fti.~;t.W~JUl* A • • • • • • • • • • • • • • l 2 3 4 5 
10. *°*1lf£t.'.:f.¼1l!lf0il! , ftMt;t,.._J{Jlfl* A• • • • I 2 3 4 5 
1 l. ft ~4 Jt~* B 99JNI.JiJf4 "fl.it cp 11Lil$ • • • · • I 2 3 4 5 
12. ft~4 JI~* B asJ:P1tJiJf4 ff..ttcr mltlJi.$ • • • • • 1 2 3 4 s 
I 3. ft~ 4 Jtfl* B 09 .M ~fl 4 ffl..tt cp 91 Jil *3- • • • • • 1 2 3 4 5 
14. ft~ 4J1fUlt B ail JI:. il tf-Jii 41-1-tt cp r11 Jil 1'3- • • • I 2 3 4 5 
15. ft~4Jlfl*B Fl:,JWI.JifiA~*r • • • • • • • • • I 2 3 4 5 
16. ft ~4Jlfl~ B 03 J:f> 1tJt1f 4 ?&:kr • • • • • • • • • I 2 3 4 5 
17. ft~4Jlfl* B 03.fl"@.,.iff~tt*r • • • • • • • • • 1 2 3 4 5 
18. ft~4Jlfl* B 03.fttJtttJiiA~*r • • • · • • • 1 2 3 4 5 
I 9. ft~~ ~ ~ Jlfl* B • • • • • • • • • • • • • • I 2 3 4 5 
2 0. :kc.* 11f ~ .'.:f. ;!l 1l!l f0i l! , ft ;,ffl ;t ,.._ ~ J1fHt B • • • • l 2 3 4 5 
---------------------------~~-----------~--~--------· 
1=~~~-Jil ' 5=~tl--kfiil 
21. ft~ 4 Jlfl* C 89 Jffl'1,Jti 4 ffl..tt cp ~Ji.~ • • • . • l 2 3 4 5 
22. ft~4J1fl* C 09J:J)1tJii~ffl.ttcpmJJ.il~ • I 2 
,., 4 5 • • . • _, 
23. ft~AJlfl* C1331i-@.,JilfA1l-ttcp~Jil~ • • • . . 1 2 3 4 5 
24. ft ~4Jlfl* C 03 •• t§tit.iiA ff.Vt cp ~>il*3- • I 2 ,., 4 5 . . _, 
25. fti~4Jlfl~ C 93/ffl.JiiA~:fr • I 2 ~ 4 5 • • • • • • • • _, 
26. ft~4Jlfl* C 133J:f>.ftliil4tt*7 • • • • • • • • • l 2 3 4 5 
27. ft~4Jlfl* C a38"!.,Ji1i4tt*7 • . • . . . . • . 1 2 3 4 5 
2 8. ft~ 4 JUH'it C ff:J !l& il tt Jiff 4 ttir • . . . . • . l 2 3 4 5 
29. ft~~~.il-Jlfl._ C • I 2 ~ 4 5 . • • • • • • • • . . . • ., 
30. :kc.* 1lfn. .:f. :!l 1l!Jfg9.Q , ft~;l:114'. ~ Jlfl~ C • • • • 1 2 3 4 5 
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3 1. ft~ A JIJHl!t D e?J Jffl •m:,f 4 11-tt er ~ Jil *3- • • • • • I 2 3 4 5 
3 2. ft~ ~Jll=U~. D 09 l=P 1tJil 4 ffl.tt er ~ Jil 1'3- • • • • • 1 2 3 4 5 
3 3. ft~~ JUUl!t D ef:J 1.1-!)ift ~ ~tt er ~ Ji\. 1'3- • • • • • I 2 3 4 5 
34. ft~4Jlfl~ D a9!18ttttml4ffl.tter ~>ilt-3- • • • I 2 3 4 5 
35. ft~4Jlfl~ D e?JJffl .. JiiA~.*7- • • • • • • • • • I 2 3 4 5 
36. ft~ AJI~~ D a?J l=P 1tJii ~ tt.*7- • • • • • • • • • 1 2 3 4 5 
37. ft~~JlflJtt D 898~i~tt*r • · · · · • · · · I 2 3 4 5 
38. ftt~AJlfl~ De?J!lll1ltt.tfi~tt*r · · · · · · · l 2 3 4 5 
3 9. ft Q ;t ~ * JUl~ D • • • • • • • • • • • • • • l 2 3 4 5 
40. :koJJll11ftt~:!i:.1~f0i~, ftiP.tJJ•JtJlfl~ D • • • • 1 2 3 4 5 
I=fF-~k/al , 5=fF-KJi1 
41. ft~~ Jill* E 89 Ml •mw ~ 'f.l.tt er ril Jil ~ • • • • • 1 2 3 4 s 
4 2. ft~ A Jlfl~ E 139 J:J> 1t.ri1t ~ VJ.it cp lffl JiL ~ • • • • • · I 2 3 4 5 
43. ft w~J1fl1& E 139.fl"@.,mJf ~ ~tt er ffillJi.;t,3,. • • • • • 1 2 3 4 s 
44. ft~ .A, JUl~ E 89 !tft ll tt.mw ~ ff..tt er ~ JiL ;t,3,. • • • I 2 3 4 5 
45. ft~~ Jill~ E 89 ,m-.m1 ~ tt.*7- • • • • • • • • • I 2 3 4 5 
46. ft~~ Jill* E as f=P .ftmJf 4 tt*r • • · • • • • • • 1 2 3 4 5 
47. ft~~ Jlfl~ E 99.fl"!.,J.ii4~*1- · · · • · • • • • l 2 3 4 5 
48. ft~4 JUlj&E99JtftU.1tSJf~tt*i- • • • • · • · 1 2 3 4 5 
49. ft i~ ;t W * Jlfl* E • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 2 3 4 5 
50. '*°~ 1Yft\-1'-¼.1~f0i~ , ftQ ;t fl.A~ Jill~ E • • • • 1 2 3 4 5 
51. ft t~A Jill~ F a?JJffl.Jifi~ 1-1-tt er fiJJilt-3- • • • • • I 2 3 4 5 
52. ft~~ JI~~ F 139 J:P1tmJr~ 1-1-tt er (jlJJil.~ • • • • • I 2 3 4 5 
53. ft~AJIIHlt F B9ll"@..JiJl4ff.tt cp ffilJJi.'3- • • • • • 1 2 3 4 5 
54. ft ~A JUl* F 99!f.fttlttf-Jilt4 ffl.tt cp ~..ilt,8- • • • I 2 3 4 5 
55.ft~AJlfl~F{f:,JM.JiJi.A,tt:ltJ-• • • • • • • • • 1 2 3 4 5 
. 56. ft ~4 Jlfl~ F Er:J J:J>.ftJil~tt*r • • • • • • • • • I 2 3 4 5 
57. ft~ 4 Jlfl* F a91li!..Jil 4 ~*1- • • • • • • • • • I 2 3 4 5 
58. ft ~.AJlll* F a?J !tRtl'itJilt~ tt.:S- • • • • • • • I 2 3 4 5 
59. ft~;t :WJI-Jlfl* F • • • • • • • • • • • • • • l 2 3 4 5 
60. *°*1Jltl~.!l1ffilf0il! , ftQ;tJIAjtJUl*. F • • • • I 2 3 4 5 
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APPENDIX B. MULTIPLE REGRESSION MODELS 
Predicted value = intercept + closure + print + color combination 
As = 0.278 + 0.136As + 0.082 Ar, + 0.681 A1 
Cs = 0.434 + 0.187 Cs + 0.546C6 + 0.146C1 
Es =-0.236 + 0.295 Es + 0.582 E, + 0.217 E1 
Fs = -0.284 + 0.325 Fs + 0.506 F6 + 0.241 F1 
1. Predicted values refer to the 8th question in the survey. 
2. The values in the first column after the equal sign are the intercept values. 
3. The values under the closure column refer to the 5th question in the survey. 
4. The values under the print column refer to the 6th question in the survey. 
5. The values under the color combination column refer to the 7th question in the survey. 
6. The highest value (bold typed) in each regression model is the most influential factor to 
the predicted value. 
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